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Background, Objectives, & Methodology
Background
Homeland Housing conducts Resident Experience Surveys every second year. The last
survey was conducted in 2017. The purpose of the survey is to provide residents with an
opportunity to express their feelings and observations regarding the care and services
provided by Homeland Housing. Survey responses are themed into three quality of life
domains.

Domain 1: Choice, Autonomy, and Independence
Autonomy, Choice and Independence are characterized as the ability of residents to
participate in decisions regarding the services and programs they wish to receive. Survey
questions applicable to Domain 1 include mealtimes, menu choices, and flexibility in how
services are received. Choice, autonomy, and independence are about residents being
able to live their life in a way that is meaningful to them.

Domain 2: Meaningful Relationships
Taking time to interact with residents, listening, and sharing common interests builds trust,
respect, compassion and reciprocity between residents, families, and staff. Scheffelaar,
Bos, Hendriks, van Dulment and Luijkx (2018) further suggest the quality of relationships
is influenced by employee workload, lack of time, and the values of the organization.

Domain 3: Community and Belonging
MacMillan and Chavis (1986) discuss the attributes of community as emotional and
physical safety, influence, and belonging. Survey questions applicable to Domain 3
include the willingness of residents to express their point of view or having a voice, their
relationship with the Area (site) Manager, and a sense of feeling accepted and not judged.
Data gathered from the survey underpins Homeland Housing’s strategic direction and
quality improvement initiatives.

Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the Resident Experience Survey is to provide lodge and supportive living
residents of Homeland Housing with an opportunity to express their feelings and
observations regarding the care and services they are provided. The objectives of the
survey are:
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1. To conduct an in-depth analysis of survey results to identify trends and
opportunities to support and promote person-centred care and services at
Homeland Housing communities;
2. To utilize survey results for quality improvement;
3. To identify opportunities for enhanced services for residents; and
4. Data gathered from the survey underpins Homeland Housing’s strategic direction
and quality improvement initiatives.

Methodology
A qualitative, five-point Likert survey model was developed to measure Homeland
Housing’s achievements to date and to obtain resident observations and feedback to
advance service quality and resident quality of life. Survey questions used a 5-point Likert
scale with choices from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly disagree.” For reporting purposes,
respondent’s ratings were grouped into three categories, ‘Agree’, ‘Neither/No Opinion,’
and ‘Disagree.’ The scales correspond as shown below:
Neutral
(Neither Agree
nor Disagree)

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Example Question:

1

2

3

4

5

The staff treat me with
kindness

0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

Agreement groupings

Disagree

Neutral

{

Disagree

{

Strongly
Disagree

{

Question on the Survey

Agree

When comparing scores for the various survey questions, differences of 0.4 points or
higher are statistically significant. Differences smaller than this are not significant. The
0 to 10 scale provides the same information as the 5-point scale but makes it easier to
understand the result. An average score of 7.0 out of 10 has a clear meaning for most
people, while the corresponding average of 3.8 out of 5 does not.
Surveys were hand-delivered to each resident. The survey packages included an
introductory letter and instructions on how to complete the survey. Residents placed their
completed survey in a self-addressed envelope and deposited it into a secured survey
drop box located in the reception area of each lodge. Survey drop boxes were collected,
and a third party compiled data.
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Performance Rating
All percentages within this report have been rounded to the nearest whole percentage
point and rated as:
Percentage

Rating

Action
Meets quality improvement benchmarks
and industry standards.
Ongoing monitoring and adjustment
required for quality improvement.
Action plan and monitoring for quality
improvement purposes.

100 to 80 percent
79 to 70 percent
69 percent or less

Response Rate
A total of 260 surveys were returned, giving a response rate of 56 percent for 2019
compared with a 41 and 60 percent response rate for 2017 and 2015, respectively.

Executive Summary
Housing and healthcare organizations are faced with constant change and the need to
adapt as individuals, leaders, and organizations (Heifetz, Grashow, & Linsky, 2009).
Advances in technology, new standards of care and services, changing demographics,
and ethical considerations have underscored the need for an adaptive and engaged
housing industry that values collaboration and partnership with our residents, employees,
volunteers, and other stakeholders. Partnership and collaboration opportunities framed
by trust, transparency, and teamwork will position Homeland Housing to meet these
challenges now and into the future.

Background
Homeland Housing has a proud history of providing housing and supportive living
services for low and moderate-income individuals. The not-for-profit organization offers
a continuum of services ranging from independent seniors’ apartments and lodges to
supportive living services for persons requiring 24-hour nursing care. The importance of
person-centred care and services is affirmed by Homeland Housing’s mission statement
and values of excellence, growth and learning, respect, accountability and compassion.
Since 2018 Homeland Housing has focused on moving from a transactional to a relational
service model with residents. In doing so, residents become valued partners in shaping
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the services offered at their respective Homeland Housing community. Rather than being
passive participants, residents have a voice is shaping their community.
The 2019 Resident Experience Survey suggests changes made over the past two years
have positively affected resident perceptions regarding the services provided by
Homeland Housing. The results of the 2019 Resident Survey were impressive, with all
areas continuing to improve upon progress achieved in previous years.

Domain 1: Choice, Autonomy and Independence
Domain 1 examines resident perceptions related to their physical environment and sense
of influencing outcomes. Examples include meal variety and choice, the dining
experience, personalizing their suite/room, and acknowledgement of personal and
cultural preferences and recreation and leisure opportunities.
Meal Variety and Choice
Of particular note is the improvement related to meal variety, choice and the dining
experience. Overall scores have improved significantly over the past two years, in part,
with a move away from a corporate standardized menu to a menu matrix. The menu
matrix allows menu planning based on resident likes, dislikes and cultural preferences.
Other changes include offering two protien choices for all meals, and two vegetable and
dessert choices. Initiatives such as involving residents in menu planning and sharing
favourite recipes creates a sense of contribution and shaping of the Homeland Housing
community.
Providing menu theme days and special resident birthday menus promote diversity and
individuality. For example, residents celebrating their birthday can design a menu of their
favourite foods. Themed menu days break up the cyclical menu and the sense of eating
the same foods all the time. A variety of fresh fruit and snacks are available 24 hours
daily. Cooks can take advantage of locally produced fruits and vegetables to enhance
variety and choice for residents.
OUTCOME : Overall satisfaction with meals have increased from 65 percent in 2017 to
81 percent in 2019.
Housekeeping Services
When selecting a supportive living community, residents and families cite the cleanliness
and smell of the community as a primary driver to their decision to move into the
community. In addition to general cleaning, resident rooms receive an annual ‘spring
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cleaning’ and heightened cleaning and disinfection is practiced during the seasonal
influenza outbreak season from October to March.
Since 2017, Homeland Housing has standardized a number of cleaning practices,
products, and equipment to improve overall cleanliness and infection control. Resident
survey respondents reported a high level of satisfaction with the overall cleanliness of
their community and their room.
OUTCOME : Overall satisfaction with site and suite/room cleanliness have increased
from 88 percent in 2017 to 93 percent in 2019.
Recreation Services
Recreation is the active engagement in meaningful activity that promotes resident wellbeing and builds relationships. It is key to creating community and connects residents
with the large community. Recreation plays a role in alleviating resident boredom, social
isolation, and depression, and is shown to promote a sense of independence, confidence,
and physical and mental well-being. Recreation planning and program guiding principles
include a variety of individual and groups activities that address the physical, emotional,
spiritual, cognitive, cultural, creative, and social well-being of the resident.
OUTCOME : Overall satisfaction with recreation and leisure opportunities have increased
from 71 percent in 2017 to 78 percent in 2019.
Maintenance Services
Well maintained supportive living communities contribute to resident quality of life and
communicates to residents, families, volunteers, and other stakeholders Homeland
Housing’s commitment to resident safety.
Survey responses suggest a significant positive shift in resident perceptions of the how
well their community and room is maintained, the length of time to complete repair
requests, and the knowledge and friendliness of maintenance workers. This positive shift
is due to the decentralization of maintenance services and establishing Maintenance
Team Leaders for our St. Albert and Westlock sites.
OUTCOME : Overall satisfaction with maintenance services have increased from 68
percent in 2017 to 87 percent in 2019.
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Domain 2: Meaningful Relationships
This section of the survey was added to the 2019 Resident Experience survey, so data
from 2017 and 2015 is not available. Meaningful relationship indicators include respect
for privacy, emergency call response, and staff taking time to listen and address resident
concerns. Two indicators, Q30: I feel safe and secure, and Q31: The area manager is
supportive and available included data from 2015 and 2017.
OUTCOME : Overall perceptions of safety and security have increased from 84 percent
in 2017 to 92 percent in 2019.
OUTCOME : Overall perceptions of the availability and support of the area manager have
increased from 66 percent in 2017 to 89 percent in 2019.

Domain 3: Community and Belonging
Community and belonging recognizes the unique culture of each Homeland Housing
community and its residents. Quality indicators associated with community and belonging
include staff caring and compassion, access to services, a clean homelike setting, a wellmaintained homelike setting, and opportunity to be involved in community decisions
affecting quality of life.
OUTCOME : Overall perceptions of dignity, respect, and compassion have increased
from 72 percent in 2017 to 94 percent in 2019.
OUTCOME : Overall perceptions of regarding access to services have increased from 75
percent in 2017 to 91 percent in 2019.
OUTCOME : Overall perceptions of the cleanliness of community common areas have
increased from 82 percent in 2017 to 94 percent in 2019.
OUTCOME : Overall perceptions of the maintenance of community common areas have
increased from 68 percent in 2017 to 92 percent in 2019.
The 2019 Resident Experience Survey has shown significant culture change since 2017.
Homeland Housing will continue to explore opportunities for further resident involvement
in the operational and strategic direction of the organization.
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Who are our Residents?
Gender

Figure 1 shows 81 percent of residents are female. This percentage had declined from
88 percent in 2017. The increase in the number of male residents is primarily attributed
to increased male lifespans, changes in family caregiver relationships, and increased
social acceptance of males and their willingness to move to a supportive living
community.
Figure 1: Gender

19%
Male
Female

81%

Age
Figure 2 shows 61 percent of supportive living residents are 85 years and older. Since
2015 the percentage of residents over 85 years has increased by 15 percent. The
increase of this age group living in Homeland Housing communities may be related to
enhanced homecare services and provincial policy changes on healthy aging and chronic
disease management, allowing this cohort of residents to ‘age-in-community’ as opposed
to admission to a long term care (nursing home) site. The averaged resident age is 83
years, an increase from 81 years in 2017.
Figure 2: Resident Population by Age

31%

1%

9%

9%

Under 65 Years
65 to 74 Years

21%
29%

75 to 84 Years
85 to 89 Years
90 to 99 Years
100 Years and over
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Length of Residency
Figure 3 shows a relatively equal distribution in the period of residency at Homeland
Housing’s supportive living communities. The averaged residency is 3.4 years, which is
an increase of four months since the 2017 survey. This may be attributed to enhanced
homecare support and advocacy for residents to age-in-community. Other Homeland
Housing policy changes such as allowing enhanced homecare supports, end-of-life or
palliative care, have promoted person-centred care and the corresponding increase in
residency.
Of particular note is the rate of suite turnover. Forty-nine percent of residents have
resided in Homeland Housing sites for between 0 and 2 years.

Figure 3: Length of Residency

24%

33%

Less than 1 Year
1 to 2 Years
3 to 5 Years

18%

Greater Than 5 Years

25%

Domain 1: Choice, Autonomy &
Independence
Residents have reported a sense of increased quality of life when provided opportunities
that foster choice, autonomy and independence. Residents were asked to rate their
satisfaction with a series of five indicators regarding the homelike setting of their
Homeland Housing community. A homelike setting is based on person-centered care
principles of privacy, choice, independence, and safety.
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Q7: Meals Offer Variety and Choice

15%

Q7: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

4%
81%
Agree

65%

75%

Neither
Disagree

81%

Q8: Meals and Menu Consider Likes,
Dislikes, and Cultural Preferences

2019

2015

Q8 Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

6%

68%
Agree

26%

2017

55%

65%

Neither
Disagree

68%

Q9: Meals are Tasty and Appetizing

2019

2015

Q9 Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

9%

74%

17%

2017

Agree

80%
60%

Neither
Disagree

74%
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2019

2017

2015

Q10: A Variety of Snacks and Fresh Fruit are
Available
3%

Q10: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

89%

8%

56%

Agree

70%

Neither
Disagree

2019

2017

2015

89%

Q11: Food Services/Dining Room Staff are
Friendly and Welcoming

Q11: Comparison of
Agreed Survey Responses

1%
92%

7%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

92%

Q12: The Dining Experience is Pleasant and
Not Rushed

Q12: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

3%
86%

11%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

86%

12

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q5: Staff Respect my Personal Preferences

Q5: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
14%

86%
Agree
Neither
Disagree
2019

86%

Q15: I am Encouraged to Personalize My
Room/Suite

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q15: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

2%

83%
78%

15%
70%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2017

2015

83%

Q22: Houskeeping Staff Keep My
Room/Suite Clean and Tidy

Q22: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
93%

7%

90%

Agree

88%

Neither
Disagree

93%
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2019

2017

2015

Q23: When Staff Enter My Room/Suite, They
Knock and Announce Themselves

Q23: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

4%
95%

1%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

95%

Q24: There are a Variety of Recreation
Programs to Support My Social and Leisure
Interests
19%

Q24: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

3%

80%

78%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

78%

Q25: There are a Variety of Community
Outings to Support My Social and Leisure
Interests

71%
2019

2017

2015

Q25: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

73%

3%
24%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

73%

14

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q26: There are a Variety of
Religious/Spiritual Programs to Support My
Beliefs

Q26: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

68%

4%
32%

Agree

64%
62%

Neither

64%

Disagree

Q37: Staff Respect My Personal Property

2019

2017

2015

Q37: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%

92%

7%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

92%

Q19: Maintenance Staff Respond Prompty to
Requests for Maintenance Services

Q19: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

2%
90%

87%

11%

58%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

87%
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2019

2017

2015

Q18: My Room/Suite is Well Maintained

Q18: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
6%

95%

94%
71%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2017

2015

94%

Domain 2: Meaningful Relationships
Quality care and services happen when there are strong reciprocal and interdependent
relationships among residents, staff, volunteers, family members, and home care staff.
Nolan et al. (2008) suggest six senses are essential for developing strong relationships
with staff and each other within supportive living. The six senses are a sense of security,
where residents feel safe and free from threat; a sense of belonging, where residents
experience reciprocal relationships and feel part of a community; a sense of continuity,
where residents receive services from consistent staffing assignments; a sense of
purpose, where residents can engage in purposeful and meaningful activity; a sense of
significance, where residents feel recognized and valued; and a sense of achievement,
where residents have opportunity to develop and meet goals that focus on their physical
and mental well being.

Q3: Staff are Good Listeners and Take Time
to Address My Concerns

Q3: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
88%

12%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

88%

16

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q21: Staff Welcome My Family and Friends
When Visiting

Q21: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%

87%

12%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

87%

Q14: Space to Visit Privately with Family and
Friends

16%

3%

Q14: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

81%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

81%

Q4: Staff Respect My Privacy

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q4: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%

89%

10%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

89%

17

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q29: Staff Respond to Emergency Calls in a
Timely, Helpful, and Friendly Manner

Q29: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%

78%

21%
Agree
Neither
Disagree

78%

Q30: I feel Safe and Secure

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q30: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%
7%
Agree

95%

92%
84%

Neither
Disagree
2019

2017

2015

92%

Q31: The Area Manager is Supportive and
Available

Q31: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%

89%

11%

85%
66%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

89%

18

2019

2017

2015

Domain 3: Community and Belonging
Creating a sense of community and belonging is the aim of every seniors’ lodge within
Homeland Housing. Like all communities, each lodge is unique and has a culture with
distinct qualities, characteristics, and members. The contributions and participation of
residents, their families, volunteers, and staff shape the community, in turn creating a
sense of belonging and the warmth of home. Robichaud, Durand, Bédard, and Ouellet
(2006) suggest quality indicators such as being treated with dignity and respect, the
competency of staff through attitudes, gestures, and opportunities to participate in
community decisions as central for residents having a sense of community.

Q1: Staff Treat Me with Dignity and Respect

Q1: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
6%

94%
72%

Agree

88%

Neither
Disagree
2019

94%

Q2: Staff are Caring and Compassionate

2017

2015

Q2: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%
7%

92%

78%

85%

Agree
Neither
Disagree
2019

92%
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2017

2015

Q28: I have Access to Commuity (Site)
Services - Hair Salon, Podiatrist

Q28: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
91%

9%

75%

92%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2017

2015

91%

Q16: Homeland Housing Sites are Clean

Q16: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

0%
6%

94%
90%

Agree
Neither

82%

Disagree
2019

94%

Q17: Homeland Housing Sites are Well
Maintained

2017

2015

Q17: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%

92%

7%

90%
68%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

92%

20

2019

2017

2015

Q20: The Outside Grounds are Accessible
and Maintained

Q20: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

1%
91%

8%

90%
60%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

2019

2017

2015

91%

Q27: I have an Opportunity to be Involved in
Community (Site) Decisions
5%

Q27: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

65%
Agree

30%

Neither
Disagree

65%

Q13: Homeland Housing Provides a
Homelike Setting

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Q13: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

3%
80%
17%

85%
66%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

80%

21

2019

2017

2015

Home Care and Nursing Care
Residents receiving home care services were asked to rate their overall satisfaction with
home care services provided by AHS or a third party contractor. While Homeland
Housing has no direct control in determining home care services or care planning,
resident perceptions of homecare services contribute to resident wellbeing and sense of
community. As community partners, Alberta Health Services and Homeland Housing
have dual roles of supporting resident wellness, person-centred care, and advocating for
residents requiring alternate levels of care and services.

Q6: Satisfaction with Homecare/Nursing
Services

Q6: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

66%

2%
32%

Agree
Neither
Disagree

66%

2019

2%

2%

2017

2015

Respondents’ Overall Satisfaction
Q33: If someone needed Supportive Living
Housing, would your recommend Homeland
Housing?
0%

Q33: Comparison of Agreed
Survey Responses

95%

5%

Definitely NO

26%

82%

Probably NO
Probably YES

69%

Definitely YES

22

93%

2019

2017

2015

Q34:On a scale of 1 - 10 where 0 is the worst care
and services possible, how would you rate
Homeland Housing
2%

0%

13%

Rating 8-10
Rating 6-7
Rating 5
Rating 0-4

85%

Resident’s written comments

Respondents were given an opportunity to write comments in response to three
questions:
•
•
•

What is going well?
What could be improved?
Staff recognized.

Table 1 groups Resident’s written comments into 16 categories. Written comments were
analyzed noting if elements or feedback was good or needing improvement. For
example, “I love living at Chateau Sturgeon Lodge. The staff are friendly and welcoming,
the food is great, and I am able to walk to the drugstore and attend Mass.”
This would be considered a “Positive Element” and scores five points; one point each for
location, community, staff relationships, location, and recreation.
Table One: Summary of Written Comments
Element is
Positive

Service
Communication and Addressing Concerns
Community and Belonging
Community Location and Amenities
Food
General satisfaction: “everything is good”
Homecare and Nursing Care
Homelike Setting

23

9
26
23
27
23
4
18

Element
Needs
Improvement
7
2
0
15
0
4
0

Total
16
28
23
42
23
8
18

11
3
5
0
18
7
19
15
45

Element
Needs
Improvement
0
0
2
0
21
1
9
0
4

253

65

318

80%

20%

100%

Element is
Positive

Service
Housekeeping
Laundry
Maintenance
Need for more staff
Physical Environment
Privacy
Recreation
Safe and Secure
Staff Relationships such as
caring, engaged, friendly, respectful
Total

Total
11
3
7
0
39
8
28
15
49

Question 1:
Please advise where we have exceeded your expectations.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am happy about living here and have no complaints
Having my privacy yet can access help when needed. Staff is friendly and helpful
if there is a problem. Meals are great! I also feel safe and secure.
People are friendly and helpful
Staff support - staff listens to our complaints and help sort them out.
I am offered the best care and privileges, yet I am able to have my privacy
respected, the staff are most considerate and accommodating. At this point, I am
completely happy to have this as a residence.
It is fairly active place but could be improved. Not enough outings. Who is the site
manager and who is next when she is not present?
The heat is fairly good, and the roof don't leak
I am very well looked after and am very happy and settled in.
Friendly atmosphere, good location for family to visit conveniently, sunny room.
Pretty good value for the money and town has services close by.
Clean, warm in my room. The hallways are too cold also dining room. I do not
have to cook, clean or keep things clean.
I am happy here. I rate this a 10. Thanks
Everyone here is very friendly. I haven't been here long, so I can't make any
comments. Food is excellent
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

t's just very, very friendly. It is living at home. I love living here. The people here
treat you like family. I would not like to retire any other place. The meals are
great! The staff are great.
Filling in a survey.
Personally, all my needs have been met and solved. Thank you very much.
Can't think of anything, I have everything I want. PS she is diabetic, controlled
with medication and diet. I feel some sugar free items would be great (Marlene daughter).
During the 9 years I have lived at Heritage Lodge, I cannot think of one complaint
re: staff, residents or building. I've had various ills and during these times my
privacy has always been respected, while the staff has been concerned and
watchful for my well being. Wherever I go or whoever I talk to, I always speak
well of Heritage Lodge and all it's members. It is a good and safe place to live
with lots of interesting activities provided for the residents who wish to participate.
I also like having a drugstore and Sobeys within walking distance. I enjoy the
sense of freedom being able to shop as I want or need to. Another favourite joy is
spending quality with those two adorable beautiful little dogs, Bella and Kona.
They know how to touch people bringing comfort and happiness to all. I like all
the wonderful staff and canines who help make my life happier and more
meaningful.
That people greet you or answer your hello with Good Morning always with a
smile. It starts my day so well…I feel good! Yes. There is activity going on for us
and I love to be going as long as these old bones permit. I love it here and
especially 3 good meals a day plus no one bothers you once you go to your
room.
"The staff and the outings offer" some of the neutral answer is because I haven't
had to use it
The staff are willing to help you with anything and are always happy to help you if
you need help with anything. The ladies that do room cleaning are very good at
it. Nothing is left dirty! The men are really good at keeping the parking lots
cleaned and everything working all the time. I think the new smoke house is very
good. No more smoke in the building as it was before. Thank you!
I go to Sunday meeting when I get back there is always a hot plate sitting there
for me to eat. I never ask for this plate, but I like this.
The services provided and arrangements for events, laundry facilities, games.
The monthly pub night is very entertaining.
People are friendly, staff is good.
I am content here. Love the warmth of my room.
People are friendly, staff is good.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Still gives me a "home" feeling without having to do all the work (preparing
meals, cleaning etc.)
I don't have to cook my own meals
Everything
Our receptionist Carrie Young is very accommodating and so nice. Our activity
coordinator is special! Kathy Germaine. The meals are so good - more fresh fruit
would be nice. I'd like to mention our outdoor smoke shelter is very good but a
little small. To me - it's a great place to live
Staff is very friendly and helpful.
It's a place I can say is my home now and rest. In time I expect to move to my
final place.
Keep up the good work!
Nothing
Meals
Nothing! As far as I'm concerned this is great. They spoil us, tasty meals. Our
rooms are kept in good order and clean. We're lucky to have this at our age we
slow down and like a quiet life.

• good food, friendly staff.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Not having to do my own cooking and snow shovelling.
Love it.
Everything is ok, no complaints.
I am happy living here. I enjoy working in the craft room. I enjoy calling bingo and
playing cards. I have many good friends here. I can come and go as I like just like
home. Thanks to everyone that make it possible.
Staff greet family and are always pleasant to family and visitors.
Everything is here that you need.
I have a suite with a window so one can observe the outside world.
Access to do as I please. With the convenience of staff to check on me. I also like
the help with my personal care.
So far, I am very satisfied with my stay here. I feel secure and safe and am happy
with all aspects with my home here and I thank you! (so far so good).
Homecare is very good. Friendly place. Activities.
All my needs such as food and laundry are taken care of. Staff is helpful and
understanding. All in all, I am quite satisfied with care and services provided at my
home.
The friendly staff and good meals.
The whole staff is wonderful!
Everything!
The meals and services in and out of the dining room.
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I love living here. The workers are all very friendly and kind. They all do a very
good job and we get very good service which I like. I'd like to thank the
maintenance men for moving my car to clean my space. It means a lot to me. The
kitchen staff are all very nice and when I do eat in the dining area the food is good.
The cleaning staff are nice and do a good job of cleaning my room. Thank you
everybody.
We are near medical services. Familiarity, independence, come and go as you
please. Very good meals and service. Feeling secure. Learning to adapt to new
conditions and environment.
Staff, residents and visitors are very open, cordial and generally supportive. There
always seems to be someone around to talk to when needed.
I think everything is pretty good.
I get my meals made for me
Home like surroundings
I have the best of living here!!
Friendly, am happy here
I like the location of my room, friendly staff. The lodge is located close to
shopping centers and churches.
Feel safe - Not alone - no cooking
Most renters are very pleasant! In communal living you have to give and take.
We are all different which is only to be expected! On the whole I "love" living
here. Thank God we have Homeland Housing!!
We don't have to cook, we don't have house cleaning
Room is large enough. Cleaned and maintained very good. Lodge is close to all
amenities. Handi bus service is great. Most of all the added extra services now
total of 20 medical, 3 shopping. Was well needed. If the rent wouldn't go up every
year, this place would almost be perfect. Cut back on variety - large portions - we
are not a threshing crew or oil rig workers!!! Then the cost of food would be less
and our rent wouldn't increase!!
Most affordable, very clean, staff quite amiable
I like the friendly atmosphere and exercise programs and trips. I like that we can
pick and choose what we want to do!
Meals, staff, recreation programs
I am happy here and been here 20 years
I find all the staff very friendly and willing to help when needed. Beautiful walking
trails. Lots of activities always going on. No need to get bored. A great library.
The staff and most of the residents are friendly. Also, we are never pushed to
attend any gatherings only if we choose to go on our own.
Location, building cleanliness
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Location - the river and paths - easy access to downtown. Mailbox system ability to receive parcels
Chateau Mission Court is a very good place to live. The staff are kind and always
have a smile. Violet is a great manager who cares about the residents - when
they have concerns a, when they are unhappy or think they have no friends. I am
very happy to live in Chateau Mission Court.
The staff are very pleasant to talk to, it makes it feel just like home. I love it
I like the location in summer for farmer's market, especially for site. I like to see
what there is and see the people and buy something if I feel like it. The
Rainmaker parade in May. The Rockin' August. The children sliding down the hill.
And see the Xmas lights in St. Albert. And outing with our bus to shopping or to
see other lodges for entertainment.
I feel very safe and secure here. They get to know us on a personal level. I
thought I was ready to go into self contained but I wasn't. They saw something I
didn't see. I was ready for the lodge but didn't know it. I'm grateful for all they
have done for me, I am very happy and content being in the lodge. It's the best
thing that's happened to me. It wasn't an easy move moving across the country
from Ontario, but I kept an open mind. With the support of my family and CMC
staff, everything worked out great. This is now my home and my family, and I
love it here!
There are so many friendly people! I like my room, even if it is small! And the
view is beautiful!!! The staff is very friendly, and they do their best to make us fee
at HOME!!!
I like the security of the place. Since Raymond Cormie started at Homeland
there have been many good changes. Since Karla took over, the meals are much
better i.e.: different salads. The cooks are very good - since I have stomach
issues they comply with what I can eat. I have no issues with the maintenance
staff or any other staff. Thank you.
Safe and secure facility, regular housekeeping as per scheduled visits. Staff
respect me and my choices.
No responsibilities. Everything is looked after.
My nice warm room, facing south (sun). The tasty food every day! The good variety
of entertainment Judy brings in. The good Home Care I'll receive when I need it.
The accessibility to the care centre and hospital. I am very thankful to live in
Smithfield Lodge. Staff greet family and are always pleasant to family and visitors.
Safe and comfortable, feels like home.
Don't have to worry about meals or cleaning my room. People around if I want
company. Bills are paid with rent. Hospital is close.
Best - minimal cooking, no snow shoveling, ice cream day
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Wonderful staff and the care gives much peace of mind. Thank you for this
wonderful facility!
The friendly staff. Always having someone to talk to and visit with over coffee etc.
or to be in my room when I want quiet time. The beautiful flowers in the summer.
Assistance, help, medication assistance, private room, cleanliness, location of my
room.
I like the place and staff.
I like the quiet and pleasant surroundings with the staff and other tenants. Mealtime
- I am enjoying it!
We are a family - caring and supportive of each other. If we require assistance it's
at our beckon call.
I haven't been here very long, what I have seen and done is fine as far as I am
concerned. Everything is kept clean so far and possible that meals are fine, what
is expected, only so much can be done and expected of people.
Keep doing what you are doing, excellent job. Thank you
Good food, friendly staff.
I have lived here for 7 years. I am 93 years old. I cannot live alone by myself
without help any longer. I do not know what I would do Pembina Lodge. I need
the help and services provided. I am deeply thankful for Pembina Lodge.
I am happy living here. I enjoy working in the craft room. I enjoy calling bingo and
playing cards. I have many good friends here. I can come and go as I like just
like home. Thanks to everyone that make it possible.
Access to do as I please. With the convenience of staff to check on me. I also
like the help with my personal care.
All my needs such as food and laundry are taken care of. Staff is helpful and
understanding. All in all, I am quite satisfied with care and services provided at
my home.
Very safe and friendly place
The meals and services in and out of dining room.
I love living here. The workers are all very friendly and kind. They all do a very
good job and we get very good service which I like. I'd like to thank the
maintenance men for moving my car to clean my space. It means a lot to me.
The kitchen staff are all very nice and when I do eat in the dining area the food is
good. The cleaning staff are nice and do a good job of cleaning my room. Thank
you everybody.
We are near medical services. Familiarity, independence, come and go as you
please. Very good meals and service. Feeling secure. Learning to adapt to new
conditions and environment.
Staff, residents and visitors are very open, cordial and generally supportive.
There always seems to be someone around to talk to when needed.
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We are near medical services. Familiarity, independence, come and go as you
please. Very good meals and service. Feeling secure. Learning to adapt to new
conditions and environment.
I think everything is pretty good.
The family atmosphere and all staff know your name
There is always someone around in case I need help.
Friendly staff and residents.
I don't have to do much. I get to see my son as often as I want. Everything is in
walking distance that I need.
Everything
It's always clean and friendly
Meals are provided, housekeeping is done, hairdresser and doctor visit regularly,
church services, bus trips for shopping.
Not much
Staff are friendly and accessible. The location meets my needs as my mobility is
somewhat limited and with the location I am able to access sites that meet my
needs.
The staff is friendly, homecare is friendly, nice social gatherings on special
occasions.
Stacey is very kind and supportive to us.
Shopping close by. Close to hospital, clinics, doctors, etc., facilities I need.
The great staff, they always have a helping hand when needed. Also the people
that live here. They are so friendly to new people just moving in.
I feel comfortable in my surroundings and with the people who live and walk
here. Content!! Thank you for the effort you all put in to make the Christmas and
New Year Season so special. Didn't we all look grand all dressed up to the prom.
I grew up in Legal, left for 65 years, came back to my hometown and knew a lot
of folks here already. My mom used to live and work here.
People are friendly, food is good, feel safe here and good place to live
Very happy with everything
It's quiet, warm, neat. The cooking is awesome.
Friendly place, secure and reliable
I am a nature lover. The setting is so natural. As I lived here I began to meet the
staff who are very caring people. They try to help in any way possible when
asked or not. I am happy to be here, most all the residents are nice to be with.
I feel safe and secure. The friendly atmosphere.
It's close to where family and friends are.
It feels like home sweet home
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The fact that I remain in my hometown. Smaller premises and easy to get around
while offering many services in house. Very supportive, friendly staff. Having
groups in the community coming in to entertain, etc. Offering entertainment and
activities in the lodge.
The people and staff
The outing to Walmart every month

Question 2:
Please advise where we did not meet your expectations.
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Bingo needs a new person to run it. Some more puzzles - 500-750 pieces
Staff could understand the problem although there may be a rule to knock it down
instead of being told this is independent living
Emergency pull cords are not in accessible locations for falls. Call for meals not
loud enough - intercom in room
Some activities that work for the visually impaired. In summer some outings to local
museums - Gibbons, Westlock, etc.
There should be someone in charge on weekends and holidays.
The woman in the admin office is very unapproachable. I always feel like she looks
down on others. She is quite extreme in her ways of treating others. Her dogs are
very, very annoying and bark too often. She is not friendly, caring and does not do
a good job of interacting with residents. When I first moved in, there was an incident
where she told the maintenance man that I had dropped something and there was
a "big" hole in the floor of my room. When the maintenance man came, he couldn't
even find any thing and he told me that she had very much over exaggerated and
that I would not have to pay the fee she wanted to charge me. He was quite upset
and so was I.
Chairs and couches in front entrance do not make the feeling of us living at home.
Very institutional!! Stark and colorless. Who picked the colors? Not conducive to
make it homey and pleasant.
Carpet should be cleaned 2x per year in my suite as it is a high traffic area that
traps dirt.
It would be sauerkraut! Its fermented and good for increasing "anti-bodies" in our
gut. Cinnamon buns.
In the winter my room is sometimes cold. I was told 2 years ago that they would
put plastic on window to keep out cold . Still waiting - maybe new windows are
needed. Sometimes wait over an hour for dinner or go without if I have an
appointment at 1pm. Could clean yard of snow more often. Not so much pasta. Is
there any insulation in walls? My room gets cold - closets are cold and so are
cupboards in bathroom, something should be done.
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A staff has been going through my cupboard without due cause - cash and wallet
missing from open cupboard when I returned from dinner. Housekeeping?? Staff
should greet and say hello
The supper menu - soup seems watery and tasteless. Sometimes the sandwiches
are difficult to bite into. I don’t have breakfast, but the breakfast menu looks a lot
better than supper. More imagination for sandwiches, types of bread, meat
combination, maybe mini shepherd’s pies, stews if hot.
Having a garage would be nice.
Training of new staff - you have the good, caring and those others who can't seem
to learn. I realize this is an ongoing problem wherever you are. On the whole we
are every fortunate to have this facility.
It would be nice to have more upper body workout equipment (weights or
equipment for strength workouts)
When entertainment is booked, don't have cards or bingo going on at same time.
Organize these events better.
The sink in the craft room is not draining out good, giving me a headache.
The library - more space for books. They are now piled up and difficult to reach.
Together with the furniture it should more have the atmosphere of a library with
properly located bookcases. Besides the hole in the wall we have now.
Not involved in meal planning. The variety of meals are not always available. A
larger selection would be a positive change. Mostly suppers.
Too many sandwiches and only meat sometimes as an option.
Home care to come on time for services. Would like to have more options like ping
pong.
Rooms could be bigger, bigger bathrooms.
Could there be a "welcome person" to take care of the new arrivals? Sometimes
they appear so lost.
Place to receive visitors. A recreation room for exercise equipment.
Suppers: we need better and more variety of bagels, bread, buns and pastry
It's good but please don't raise rent.
Because my mom has issues with memory, the one thing I would like is to be
notified if for some reason she didn't receive or refused bathing help. Sometimes
(not often) I think she might be refusing the help and I don't think she should go 2
weeks without bathing.
Resident maintenance picks and choses when repairs are done. If he does not
know how to fix the problem, he gives all kinds of excuses.
More games involving trivia and word challenges. The time for meals is too early.
Meals
More hot meals
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Reinstalling the iron railing that was removed form the front entrance during
renovations. Not everyone has a walker, wheelchair, canes and support is needed
to get to entrance door from vehicle, especially during winter.
If it is possible, 24 hour home care staff.
High heeled shoes should be banned. They make too much noise in the halls,
otherwise I have no other complaints.
Time, care, check again.
We need a bingo machine.
More staff.
The library - more space for books. They are now piled up and difficult to reach.
Together with the furniture it should more have the atmosphere of a library with
properly located bookcases. Besides the hole in the wall we have now.
Not involved in meal planning. The variety of meals are not always available. A
larger selection would be a positive change. Mostly suppers.
I would like the breakfast to be warm - the toast, egg, muffin, pancake always cold
(could be improved).
Meals - they seem to use the same meal menu every month, they just change
days. New meals and recipes would be nice. They tend to run out of somethings
sometimes meal wise. Not enough food staff on weekends.
I like everything about where I live but I do not like the long walk I have to take
each day for my meals.
There is a musty smell in the hallway. This issue has not been addressed, several
residents have been affected by it. Link door sidewalks could be cleaned better.
Better lighting in rooms.
Getting some of the young ones to take their jobs seriously and not the pay.
Whoever hires them needs to re-examine them before they are trained for only 2
days and left on their own to give service to the residents.
Some residents are rude. We should not take foods to rooms but so many do, and
no one stops them.
"staff respect my privacy" - too many staff have access to my room. They
constantly leave my door unlocked after entering. I've had items go missing from
my room while I keep it locked. Menu considers likes, dislikes and cultural
preferences - I don't eat roast beef yet they serve it frequently here without a
second option. Culturally, I prefer deer or moose meat, bannock, pemmican or
dried fish, none of which are offered here! Homelike setting - in most cases yes,
however things are changing which makes Pembina more "institutional". Variety of
recreation programs - most programs have been the same since I got here 3 years
ago. When they do have a new program (such as aquacise) they either have no
transportation or fail to continue it via staff. There are no programs supporting my
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religious beliefs. Staff need to find better ways to communicate with those
residents hard of hearing. Yelling at them does not always work and upsets me.
Rooms are very hot at times
It would be so nice if we had a walk-in tub or shower. I find the tub difficult to get
into. I have heard that Legal already have the shower. The outside door, facing the
public parking, is difficult to get into with a walker especially if you are caring
anything.
Wheelchairs are a hazard, they are the width of the hallway. Therefore in an
emergency you can't get passed. Also, he visits with his friends in the dining room
and blocks the aisles.
Hot food (temp wise). Not so much cream soup. Taking more time when giving
baths in the big tub. Updating some flooring in rooms, all carpet should be gone.
Shades in the rooms are not private, you can see in at night.
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